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WhatsApp is one of the most popular applications in the world that has over a billion active users. Among so many people, some users are not completely satisfied with its functions. That's why we can find alternatives based on the original app as in the case of WhatsApp Plus, OGWhatsApp, WhatsApp Transparent or
this YOWhatsApp (YoWA). More features for WhatsApp It is a mod developed based on the original messaging application and that of course will not be able to download from Google Play. However, you can get its APK and make the most of the additional features added by its developer. It comes with all the classic
features, but adds new ones that have to do with aspects like user privacy or customizing the interface. Improve control of your privacy and customize the look and look of the app. These are the main features that you will find in the latest version that updates the functions of previous editions: extra privacy features:
choose who can call you, the visibility of your status, if anyone can see if you are recording or writing a message, the checks that indicate that a message has been received... New text fonts, which allow us to change their size and type. Embed Android Oreo emojis. Send any type of ile: APK, zip code, PDF... User
interface with smoother lines. You can send files of more than 700 MB. Performance improvements that make it work faster than WhatsApp. Special lock mode via a PIN, model, or fingerprint. As you can see, the new features built in by YoWa for the chat and messaging app take care to implement minor improvements
in operation and performance, as well as features that make the user experience on the mobile communication app much more comfortable and enjoyable. YOWhatsApp vs GBWhatsApp: which is better? Well, there are all kinds of opinions on this question, but the developer of this application considers both
GBWhatsApp and WhatsApp Plus as two of the best and most professional mods of this chat application that can be downloaded. However, this APK has nothing to envy from the other two and offers us feature features that will delight anyone who loses more flexibility when it comes to controlling certain aspects of
WhatsApp. What's new in the latest version Updates to the basic version of WhatsApp 2.20.197.17. These reviews and ratings come from users of the Aptoide app. To leave your own, please install Aptoide.This application has passed the security test for viruses, malware and other malicious attacks and does not
contain any threat. APK Version2.19.360Android compatabilityAndroid 4.0.3 - 4.0.4 (Ice Cream Sandwich)DeveloperPermissions56Detailed Information YoWhatsApp Apk v8.51 is developed by Fouad Mokdad. Well it is a well-known mod application from Yousef, but suddenly, it stopped its development. In a tweet,
Fouad took the permissions to take responsibility for the future development of his mod. So finally, he released YoWa 8.51 for you. Now, instead of Yousef, it can be called Fouad YoWhatsApp Apk. us we continue to update new updates on our websites released by the new developer. So, it's time to get rid of that boring
WhatsApp user interface and try something amazing. In the world of WhatsApp MOD APKs, Yousef YoWhatsApp YoWA came in with amazing features beating all the other Mod applications. If you are looking to download this Apk, then you are in the right place. YoWhatsApp is one of the gaining popularity MOD Apk
developed by YoBasha. Well, on the internet you need to search to download yowa apk for Android as its official name is YoWA, but people added WhatsApp instead of WA shortcut. It contains so many additional features compared to official WhatsApp or other Modded applications. This makes it more attractive than
any other Modded application. Anyone can download YoWhatsApp Apk latest for Android for free and can be used on any Android smartphone. As we all know WhatsApp is the #1 chat and sms application in the world. More than 1 billion people use this application in their daily lives. It makes your job easier, as you can
send any message or file in seconds through this application. The WhatsApp app has impressive features like fast texting, location sharing, story features, and all of that. But still, it has a lack of many useful features. After checking the user's needs, many developers have launched their own WhatsApp MOD Apks that
are met with all the necessary features that every WhatsApp user wants in it. You may have already heard of GBWhatsApp. That's not true? Ok, let you know that it was the most popular MOD Apk that people like to use rather than the official WhatsApp application. But, now a lot of other modded applications are
launched that contains additional features of this mod application. Many developers have developed their own mod for WhatsApp, but none of them can defeat YoBasha. If you have already used YoWA before then do you already know how impressive it is? After a deep survey, we have finally tested all the applications
and YoWhatsApp is the king in all of them.  That's why people love it more than other mods. If you search the Internet to download this application, most sites appear in front of you are out of date. So, we decided to provide the latest version to all people in need. We are updating our article on the same day that
Yousef launched a new version of the app. You may also like it, Elegant Facebook Names Collection shared by me. Every WhatsApp user is waiting for a long time to get some other features in the next application update, but none of the new features are added to WhatsApp in its latest updates. just fixing some bugs
nothing else. What to do now? Well, there's no need to worry because there's a perfect solution to this problem. YoWhatsApp Apk by Al-Basha is very trending nowadays. Because? Because it has so many amazing features that all of you are wanting to be added to official WhatsApp. Anyone can download and use this
application on their smartphone in order to experience the real WhatsApp features that you have never seen in the official application. You may also like our WhatsApp DP Collection. YoWhatsApp Apk DownloadDownload YoWhatsApp Apk Latest version for AndroidLatest YoWhatsApp Apk version is satisfied with some
additional features compared to the previous version. It has a specific Changeable Emoji variant that is specially developed for Emoji lovers. One of the best advantages of YoWA Apk is that you will get rid of whatsApp's default green interface because it has the default blue interface. You can customize your
YoWhatsApp Mod Apk according to your needs, there are so many design options are available in YoMods. Well, now I'm going to share all the features on a list. Fouad YoWhatsApp Apk Download (YoWA 2020) YoWhatsApp Apk v8.51What's new in YoWhatsApp v8.51 Apk? This is the first question that appeared in
your mind before you thought about downloading YoWhatsApp Apk. To the right? Yes!, how a lot of WhatsApp MODs are providing their impressive services then why use YoWhatsApp? No problem, let me tell you one by one all the features you will get in YoWA Apk. It's my guarantee, I'm going to innai you idiot with
YoWA after checking its features. Popular: For all privacy lovers, it has many features such as you can hide online status, Blue Tick, Second Tick, and Hide last visa for specific contacts. Useful: YoWA App has a built-in App blocker that protects your chats and other data on WhatsApp. Get rid of installing third-party
Lock.Cool apps: Every customization lover can meet all whatsApp-related requirements in this application. YoWhatsApp for Android allows you to change the default green theme and comes with the blue UI. New: A new feature is added in YoWA Apk Latest version, it comes with Android Oreo Emoji Pack. It has many
other Emoji packages available in the Emoji-Changer variant. Unique: One of the special features available in YoWhatsApp for Android is that you can send messages to anyone without saving their phone number to your phone. Exclusive: YoWA allows you to send 100 images at once and up to 700 MB of video without
any restrictions. Attractive: YoThemes feature allows you to change beautiful themes from the store, get rid of WhatsApp green UI. There are some more popular features that are added YoWhatsApp in its first version. Now, I'm going to share some other features that are available in YoWA Apk latest version. Before the
features, let us know some information about its latest version. Don't forget to check out the best WhatsApp Group Names for School Friends.YoWA Apk Latest (YoWhatsApp 2020)NameYoWhatsApp/YoWALast App Updated October 29, 2020Versionv8.51App Size41 MBAndroid Requires4.0 Version and upperTotal
Downloads11,970,000-DeveloperFouad 8.51 Latest (What's New?) If you want to know what's new in the recent app update, here you can check it out. Check out this shared list below and you'll find out what new features are added in its latest version. Most of them are not available in their previous versions. We don't
remove old features on new updates, updates, at the top of the list. Status Splitter Added (Split✂️ Long Videos to 30 Seconds)Added Old Missing Emojis (iOS)Ignore Archived Chats Enabled (Settings &gt; Notifications)Feature To Know Deleted StatusOption Added to Pin Group Description to ChatsNow Enable Custom
Online Toast for Specific Contacts Home Download With Wallpapers from YoThemesFeature to Change Message Icon deleted ColourStatus saving fixedrandom issues hangs problem fixedAdd new emojiRe added status/story elimination (YoMods&gt;&gt;Privacy&gt;&gt;Disable Forwarded)Language changed support
added for Android 8.0 - Now hidden chats won't show in tabyothemes store speed improvednow calls Stickers Take Automatic ColorFirst Clear recent emojis. Added Confirmation Message Password settings are also protected when the application is lockedDewardconsebriement increased to 100 ChatsVibration
functionality added for hidden chatsNow you can add custom stickers from Play StoreNow , you can know which new messages are deleted in chat (you need to enable anti-delete features for it from YoMods.) Enjoy group callsEasily answer only from a swipeMulticast limit increased to 100YouTube videos without
leaving WhatsApp (YoWhatsApp)Only group administrator can send messages (feature enabled)Send up to 100 Images to onceChange Unseen Message Counter BackgroundChange Unseen Message Counter Text ColorOneplus Phones Default Font Added (Slate)One-Touch Voice Note Recording Feature
EnabledYou Can Preview Lock Screen after Selecting OnePu Set Image as Background for Home ScreenCall Blocker (Now, Choose Who Can Call You)My picture in conversation and groups inside/outNew white navigations Support for Android 8.0-Azerbaijani Langauge AddedYoThemes Store Design Added (YoMods -
&gt; YoThemes -&gt; Download Themes)Save themes automatically and can also create themes. zip fileCan change the name color of the participants in the groupNew FAB call added to call ScreenPreview Widget while ColoringBackground color changed to WhiteChange text Color of Widget Contact Name/Widget
Status/Unread MessageNew TicksNew Bubbles AddedMaterial DesignedChange App LogoHide Online StatusSend 10 Images A onceSend 700MB video without any restrictionsHide Blue TickHide Second TickChanges &amp; Bubbles StylesDefault Blue InterfaceHangouts UILong Press Camera Button to Send HQ
ImagesSet Your Name on Main ScreenNew Call IconsCustom Hide &amp; View StatusCall Privacy Feature Added (Select Who Can Call)Change Name and Font Style on Home ScreenGroup Messages CounterContact Online ToastContact Online Contact Name ColourSecure your Chats with Fingerprint LockPinup to
1000 ChatsChange Font Styles (6 New Fonts Added Styles)Read Anyone's Status in BarEmo Variante modificabile per gli amanti delle emojiAndroid Oreo Emoji PackDisable Heads-up per LollipopPhotos Album FeatureWhatsApp Status up to 250 WordsFloating Action Button-oom Profile Pictures in Double TapCheck
Contacts Last Seen in Status BarScegli privacy per gruppi , Trasmissioni e contattiTutti contattiTutti FeaturesCopy anyone's WhatsApp status from a long PressUnicode 9 EmojisPreview images/videos without downloadingShrink Bar MessagesEdit Notification Bar Icon (22 available icons)Change application icon (11
icons)New designHide DP conversation from ScreenYoMods Settings Design [New Feature]Live preview of color changes [New Feature]Hidden chat won't appear in Home Uns read CounterAirplane Adde ✈️ (Turn off messages when needed)Option added to clear WA Database backups Hidden chats won't appear on
the Forward To screen(Can I re-enable from hidden chat settings) Other FixedAmazing bugs? yes!, many people are shocked after checking out this huge list of YoWhatsApp latest Apk version features. There is no other WhatsApp Mod available that can beat Yousef YoWA Apk. Let you know, these are the only
highlighted features that I personally noticed and wrote on its official website. You can explore more of its interesting features try it on your smartphone. If you love spending time in Groups, check out our collection of invitation links for WhatsApp groups. The latest YoWhatsApp Apk Download (YoWA)YoWhatsApp
provides the maximum number of features compared to any other WhatsApp Mod. I have already shared a list of all the features that are added in YoWA Last Version. Well, the bad news is that this application is not available in the Play Store as it does not follow their Terms &amp; Conditions. But you can download it
from the links provided below. Yousef Al Basha (YoWA) YoWhatsApp Apk has developed in three packages, but as both are the same, we are going to provide only the best. Com.yowa &amp;com.yowa2 packages support more Android devices than com.wa, but both com packages are almost the same that's why we're
sharing only one package in our article. Package: com.yowa./com.yowa2This Apk package can be used as a WhatsApp account according to number. Works well on Samsung S and Note phone series including S5, S6, S7, Note 4, Note 5 &amp; Note 7.YoWhatsApp Antiban Version Download YoWhatsApp v8.51
ApkDownload Yousef YoWa Apk (previous versions) v7.90 v7.81 v7.70 v7.60 v7.50 v7.40 v7.35 v7.20 v7.15 v7.00 v6.90These are all available YoWA packages we have obtained from the developer's official website. Now, you can select any variant according to your needs. If you are emoji lover, then go for the first link
in both packages which is the Emoji Changer variant. Also, check out WhatsApp Games to play with friends. From the links above, you can easily download YoWa Apk Latest version and install on your smartphone as well as other applications. There is nothing special about the process of by AK Modded. Well, if you
have any doubts then no need to worry just scroll down and check tutorials to install YoWhatsApp App on any Android.Requirements To Use YoWhatsApp AppFirst of all, let me ask, have you enjoyed YoWhatsApp Mod Apk features? Most of people's answer will be Yes. It's time to get this amazing WhatsApp MOD
application on your device. A lot of people get get that what are the requirements to use Modded applications on our phone, they need a rooted device or what, blah blah... Well, you don't have to worry if you have similar doubts. There is no special requirement for using YoWA Apk for Android. If again, you want to check
the list of required items, here: An Android phoneYou need to uninstall official WhatsApp App (If you have already installed)YoWhatsApp ApkInternet ConnectionThese are some basic requirements that are important for using YoWhatsApp for Android on your phone. Well, I don't think there's anything special on this list.
Whenever you are ready with mentioned all things, you can install and use YoWA Apk on your smartphone. If you don't know how to install it, scroll down and read the steps shared below. How to install YoWhatsApp Apk for Android? Maybe you have already installed a lot of Apk files on your phone. If you have installed
then you can install YoWhatsApp Apk as well as other normal APKs. But if you are new to Android and never installed applications outside the Play Store then you could get confused in installation. Well, no need to worry because I'm going to share all the steps you need to follow to install YoWA Apk on any Android
phone.1) The first thing you need to do is, remove the WhatsApp application from your phone if you installed it. You have to do this because both the WhatsApp app can't work with the same phone number. If you want to create a new account in YoWhatsApp Apk then no need to uninstall.2) Now, download YoWhatsApp



Apk Last Version on your device.3) Install the Downloaded YoWA Apk on your phone, you will get it in the download folder. Latest YoWhatsApp Apk4) Open the application after successful installation, it will ask you to enter your phone number. Just enter the mobile number that you want to use on WhatsApp.Download
YoWhatsApp Apk Latest4) Verify the number via OTP, then set Display Picture and Name for your account and click Next.5) Finally, your latest YoWhatsApp Apk for Android is ready to use. The latest YoWA Apk is everything. Isn't that simple? I think your answer is Yes. This way, you can easily download YoWA Apk
and use it on your desired Android phone. It's time to explore a lot of amazing Mod features in this application that you've never seen in the old WhatsApp application. I'm sure you'll fall in love with this Mod Apk after checking out YoMODs.YoWhatsApp for Android Latest (Screenshots)Here are some screenshots to
check out YoWhatsApp look. But you have to try it yourself to check its features. Many people want to check its interface and features via images before trying. So, for such lazy peoples :-p, we're sharing some screenshots of Fouad Apk. So you can check what it looks like and what options are available in it. Well, let me
know, there are a lot of YoThemes available within the application. So, you can't show you all the interfaces. You have to try to explore it completely. Download YoWhatsAppYoWhatsApp ApkYoWhatsApp Mod for AndroidThe YoWhatsApp YoWhatsApp version 8.51 Apk LatestThese are some screenshots of
YoWhatsApp Settings and Chat Screen. As you can see it is totally personalized and looks nice. It has a lot of trendy themes &amp; characters too. When it comes to privacy, your account will be more secure if you are a YoWA user. What? As you can see above Screenshots has so many privacy features to hide the
last visa, message seen Tick and many other options. Yo WhatsApp 8.51 (Changelog)Group chats have a separate tab now - Optional Arabic font group tab Arabic bar addednew emojis enabledNew feature to go to the first message in ChatsLive Location crashes problem fixed The FixedThemes does not work on
Android 10 FixedContact Name not displayed in Privacy state when using dark themes issue FixedIn-Chat Translation Problem FixedMore Bug Fixes and ImprovementsYoWa 8.51YoWhatsApp is not a new social media application , is an official modded version of WhatsApp. It works like an original app, but it's satisfied
with loads of additional features that official WhatsApp doesn't have. Well, you can say that it is an unlocked version that can be designed according to your requirement. You can edit themes, fonts, Hide Blue Check mark, second check mark, Hide online status, and much more. FAQs Many people ask us the same
questions in the comments section. So, we decided to answer all the FAQs here. So that all of you will get your answers directly here without asking us in the comments section. We will share the most asked questions only in this section. Frequently asked questions about YoWhatsAppQ1. Is it safe to install
YoWhatsApp? Answer: Yes, it is 100% safe to install YoWhatsApp on your smartphone. I've been using it since it was launched on the Internet by Yousef Al-Basha. I have never faced any issues on my phone until now. So, you can use it on my warranty.  Q2. Can I use Dual WhatsApp on my phone using YoWa?
Answer: Yes, you can. Not only dual, but you can also use triple WhatsApp on the same phone using YoWa. You need to download and install all 3 Yo WhatsApp packages that are com.yowa.com.wa, and com.yowa. After that, you can register with different numbers on each of them. Q3. How to update YoWhatsApp
with a new version? Answer: YoWhatsApp will notify you when a new version becomes available. At that time, you can visit our site directly to download the latest version. So, we recommend adding a bookmark to this page to visit it directly without any search. We will also provide you with the latest version and previous
versions. Q4. Can I use the same phone number I'm using in official WhatsApp? Answer: No, you can't use the same phone that you are already using on official WhatsApp. If you uninstall official WhatsApp then you can use that number on YoWhatsApp. It means that you can't use the double WhatsApp with the same
mobile number at a time. If you want to use dual WhatsApp then you need two different numbers to use them. Q5. Will it allow you to change whatsApp theme? Answer: Yes, YoWa YoWa its themes memorize that is, known as YoThemes. It has a lot of great beautiful themes that can be applied with just one click on the
Apply button. Isn't that great? Now, no need to get bored by WhatsApp's default green UI. Q6. What makes it special compared to other WhatsApp MODs? Answer: YoWhatsApp has a lot of unique features and its simplicity is one of the main factors why people like it the most. It has loads of amazing features that aren't
available in other WhatsApp MODs, not even in GBWhatsApp.Q7. Do I need to uninstall official WhatsApp for using Yo WhatsApp? Answer: No, there is no need to uninstall official WhatsApp for using YoWhatsApp. But, this is only applicable if you install YoWa package com.yowa or com.yowa2 and you are going to
register on it with a different mobile number. If you want to use the same phone number in YoWa that you are already using in WhatsApp then you are not possible. Q8. Is it available for iOS? Answer: No, it is not available for any other operating system except Android. If you are an iOS user and want to try Yo WhatsApp
App, then we recommend that you own an Android phone for it. Or you can use it on your PC/laptop using Android emulator software like Bluestacks. Otherwise, there is no other option. Q9. Which YoWa package is the best? Answer: First of all, let you know that there is no difference in the features of these packages.
The only difference is their name, nothing else. So, you can install any of the desired packages on your phone. But, if you use official WhatsApp even then you have to download com.yowa or com.yowa2 packages only. The package with the name com.wa with does not work with WhatsApp as both have the same
package name. Q10. What is the difference between YoWa Emoji Changer and Non-Emoji Changer variants? Answer: YoWa Emoji Changer Variant comes with a fantastic Emoji package that is not available in non-Emoji Changer variants. So, we only shared emoji changes variants on our website. But, if you want to
download a non-emoji changer variant then let us know in the comments section. We will add it as soon as possible just for you. Q11. Is my YoWhatsApp forbidden what to do now? Answer: Guys, this is because of WhatsApp security. They detected all mods and started banning users using those mods instead of the
official application. But, in the latest update, Yousef improved anti-ban measures and your YoWa will no longer be blocked. Enjoy! These are the questions most asked by our readers. So, we decided to answer all these questions in one section. Hopefully, now these questions have eliminated all your doubts. Well, most
people have doubts about updating the Yowa app. So, let me all you have to do is, download the latest version from this page and install it on your device. That's all. If you make any mistakes, simply take the chats again, uninstall the previous version, and then install the latest one. Now, simply upload the data that has
been backed up. If again, you have any kind of other problems, you can ask directly in the comments section. We will do our best to answer your question as soon as possible. ConclusionIs, this article is like a paradise for all MODs WhatsApp lovers. Now, what are you waiting for? Download YoWhatsApp Latest Version
and enjoy. Whenever any new version is released in the future, I will update it here with new download links. Now, you don't need to search for any other website to download YoWA Apk as I've already shared the latest updated version. In general, we share Tricks &amp; Tutorials on TricksCity, but for the interest of our
reader, I provided Yousef Al-Basha YoWhatsApp 8.51 Newest Apk for you. If you can't download the app or our link has broken, don't feel free to inform us in the comments section. YoWa is getting new updates in a month or two months, so we're updating our article on this basis Every time we find a new version, we
update it as soon as possible. The maximum possibility is that you will get an updated download link on the same day as the new version.  We hope you are enjoying YoWhatsApp Apk v8.51 Latest version for Android. If you have any queries related to Fouad Yo WhatsApp, you can comment below. We are always
happy to help our readers. Readers.
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